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Controlling Two-Center Interference in Molecular High Harmonic Generation
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We experimentally investigate the process of intramolecular quantum interference in high-order
harmonic generation in impulsively aligned CO2 molecules. The recombination interference effect is
clearly seen through the order dependence of the harmonic yield in an aligned sample. The experimental
results can be well modeled assuming that the effective de Broglie wavelength of the returning electron
wave is not significantly altered by the Coulomb field of the molecular ion. We demonstrate that such
interference effects can be effectively controlled by changing the ellipticity of the driving laser field.
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The investigation of high-order harmonic generation
(HHG) [1–3] in aligned ensembles of molecules [4] has
recently emerged as an important area in strong field ultra-
fast physics. This is because it may be possible to use the
molecular alignment to control harmonic emission [5] and
potentially enhance attosecond pulse generation [6]. It has
been shown that the dependence of HHG on the molecular
structure [7] can give new ways of measuring molecular
structure. The recent demonstration of tomographic recon-
struction of the electronic state of the N2 molecule was a
first step in implementing these ideas of imaging [3].

HHG in the strong field limit can be seen as a three step
process [8,9]: (i) tunnel ionization of the most weakly
bound electron near the peak of the laser cycle; (ii) accel-
eration in the time varying laser field; (iii) recombination
of the continuum electron [described approximately by a
plane wave,  c � exp��ikr�] into the bound electronic
state. A unique aspect of HHG in a simple molecular
system is the possibility of observing quantum interference
phenomena between the contributions from different parts
of the extended molecular wave function. Numerical simu-
lations of the HHG process from H�2 and H2 as a function
of the angle � between the laser polarization and the
internuclear axis showed interference in the recombination
step of the HHG process between the dipole amplitudes
from the two atomic centers in the molecule, when they
were separated by half a de Broglie wavelength �B [7,10].
Recently this effect was observed in aligned CO2 mole-
cules by Kanai et al. [11].

We analyze the role of two-center interference in aligned
CO2 molecules by measuring the harmonic spectrum up to
the 49th (76 eV) order revealing the full shape of the
destructive interference modulation. This is well fitted by
a simple model for the interference process that confirms
that the effective value of �B of the returning continuum
electron is the usual value in the absence of a Coulomb
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field. For the first time, to our knowledge, we demonstrate
that such interference effects can be controlled by chang-
ing the polarization state of the driving laser field.

In these experiments the molecular alignment is con-
trolled by an initial ultrafast laser pulse, that excites a
rotational wave packet (coherent superposition of rota-
tional states) in the molecule [12,13]. The rotational
wave packet exhibits strong molecular axis alignment at
a regular period corresponding to rotational revivals,
half-revivals, and quarter revivals, with a field free align-
ment at the rotational revivals and subrevivals. A delayed
higher intensity ultrafast laser pulse produces high har-
monic emission from the molecules when they are close
to the maximum degree of alignment. By varying the
precise delay of this pulse the HHG emission intensity
for different magnitudes and angles of alignment can be
measured.

In our experimental configuration, the light pulses gen-
erated by a Ti:Sapphire laser system with chirped pulse
amplification were split into two beams, which were sepa-
rately amplified up to 1 mJ, by means of further amplifi-
cation stages and separately compressed. The pump
(aligning pulse) and probe (driving pulse for the harmonic
generation) pulses were then collinearly focused with a
variable mutual delay on a pulsed supersonic molecular jet
in the interaction chamber. The focus of the laser was
around 3 nozzle diameters below the orifice, leading to a
rotational temperature of a few tens of K. With this con-
figuration, the aligning pulse had an energy of �200 �J
and a duration of �60 fs; the linear polarization of the
aligning beam was controlled by means of a half-wave
plate. The energy of the 30 fs probe pulse was �250 �J,
and its polarization state was changed from linear to cir-
cular with a quarter-wave plate. Generated harmonics were
dispersed and detected by a high-resolution flat-field spec-
trometer and a high-resolution CCD detector [14].
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Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the evolution of the photon
yield of the 33rd and 49th harmonics, respectively, mea-
sured in CO2 as a function of pump-probe delay, with
parallel polarization of the two pulses. The photon yield
has been normalized to that measured in the gas without
alignment beam. The photon yield is significantly modu-
lated with a period given by the rotational period, Tr, of
CO2 (Tr � 42:8 ps). Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the first
half-revival (pump-probe delay �� 21:4 ps). The calcu-
lated evolution of hcos2�i is also displayed in Figs. 1(a) and
1(b), with the full weighted distribution function for sev-
eral times near the peak of the revival shown in Fig. 1(c)
[13]. The evolution of the yield of the two harmonics is
completely different. While the photon yield of the 33rd
harmonic presents a temporal evolution inverted with re-
spect to that of hcos2�i, in agreement with the results
reported by Kanai et al. [11], the photon yield of the
49th harmonic presents a different modulation.

We then fixed the pump-probe delay, �, in correspon-
dence to the maximum of hcos2�i, around the position of
the first half-revival [� � 21:1 ps; this delay is indicated by
FIG. 1 (color online). Modulation of the harmonic yield in
impulsively aligned CO2 molecules due to half-revival of rota-
tional wave packet (a) for the 33rd and (b) 49th harmonic order.
Pump and probe pulses with parallel polarization. Pump pulse:
energy 200 �J, duration 60 fs. Probe pulse: intensity 2�
1014 W=cm2, duration 30 fs. Dashed curve in (a) and (b) displays
the calculated temporal evolution of the corresponding hcos2�i.
(c) Polar plot of the � distribution for different pump-probe
delays: � � 20:7, 21.1, and 21.3 ps.
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the letter A in Fig. 1(a)], and measured the harmonic
spectra with and without the pump beam (pump and probe
pulses with parallel polarization). The results are shown in
Fig. 2(a): a pronounced depression of the harmonic gen-
eration is visible around the 33rd order in the aligned case.
In order to analyze the effect, we have extracted the
integrated intensity, �, for each harmonic order. The solid
line in Fig. 2(b) shows the ratio �=�0, between the har-
monic intensities measured with (�) and without (�0) the
aligning pulse. A clear and broad minimum around the
position of the 33rd harmonic is evident with �=�0 < 1.
This is consistent with the behavior reported by Kanai et al.
[11], although in our measurements the minimum is shifted
several harmonic orders higher. Beyond the minimum the
ratio then increases with harmonic order and becomes
larger than unity at high photon energy (49th harmonic).

As shown by Kanai et al. [11], the measured inversion of
the temporal evolution of the revival structure with respect
to that of hcos2�i [shown in Fig. 1(a)] can be explained in
terms of destructive quantum interference in the recombi-
FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Measured harmonic spectra gener-
ated by 30 fs pulses with (solid curve) and without (dashed
curve) pump beam (pump and probe pulses with parallel polar-
ization). Pump-probe delay � � 21:1 ps. (b) Ratio �=�0, be-
tween the harmonic intensities measured with (�) and without
(�0) the pump pulse, measured at three pump-probe delays: � �
20:7 ps (circles), 21.1 ps (squares), and 21.3 ps (triangles). The
lines show the modulation in harmonic yield predicted by Eq. (1)
(with a vertical offset term added) for � � 30� [solid (red online)
curve] and � � 40� [dashed (blue online) curve].
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FIG. 3. Ellipticity dependence of the harmonic yield for three
different harmonic orders measured in aligned (solid curve) and
not aligned (dashed curve) normalized to the zero ellipticity
case. Pump-probe delay � � 21:1 ps.
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nation step. This interpretation is additionally supported by
our observation of revival reversal at larger harmonic
orders, e.g., 49th, as displayed in Fig. 1(b). In fact, outside
the region of destructive interference the harmonic yield is
dominated by the ionization rate of the medium, and max-
imizes at the same pump-probe delays as hcos2�i [11],
which corresponds to when the molecules are aligned at
� 	 30�.

As pointed out in Ref. [7], the interference pattern can be
predicted by a simple physical argument which treats the
nuclei as point emitters. The CO2 molecule can be consid-
ered as a two-center molecule, with the corresponding
point emitters placed on the two oxygen atoms. In this
simple approach the harmonic yield is modulated as

I�n; �� � I0���
�

1
 cos
�
2�R cos�
�B�n�

��
(1)

where the sign 
 refers to symmetric and antisymmetric
orbitals, respectively (CO2 has an antisymmetric orbital);
moreover, � is the angle between laser polarization and the
internuclear axis; R is the internuclear separation (distance
between the two O atoms in the CO2 molecule: R �
0:232 nm); �B�n� is the de Broglie wavelength of an
electron responsible for the emission of the nth harmonic,
given here by �B�n� � h=

����������������������������������
2me�nh�0 � IP�

p
, where me is

the electron mass; nh�0 is the emitted photon energy
(h�0 � 1:55 eV); and IP is the ionization potential (IP �
13:77 eV). Using Eq. (1), the angle � corresponding to the
condition of destructive interference around the 33rd har-
monic order is �30�. This is in excellent agreement with
the calculated � distribution, shown in Fig. 1(c) for three
pump-probe delays (corresponding to the points marked as
A, B, and C in Fig. 1(a)]. Corresponding to the maximum
of the hcos2�i curve, point A (delay � � 21:1 ps), the �
distribution shows a ‘‘butterfly’’ structure, with a modal
value for the molecular axis of �� 30�. The spectral
window where a significant decrease of the harmonic yield
is observed is rather large, in agreement with the simula-
tions reported in [7]. Considering pump-probe delays lo-
cated on opposite sides of the maximum of the hcos2�i
curve, points B and C in Fig. 1(a), the � distribution still
shows a butterfly structure, but with a modal value in-
creased to �� 40�. In these cases, the harmonic order
corresponding to the condition for destructive interference
predicted by Eq. (1) should increase. This effect is clearly
shown by the experimental curves in Fig. 2(b), which
display the harmonic ratio �=�0 measured at the pump-
probe delays corresponding to the points B and C of
Fig. 1(a) (� � 20:7 ps and � � 21:3 ps): the minimum is
reached around the 39th harmonic order.

The whole behavior of �=�0 ratio as a function of the
harmonic order is well reproduced by Eq. (1) (with a
vertical offset added) which is plotted in Fig. 2(b) for � �
30� [solid (red online) curve] and � � 40� [dashed (blue
online) curve]. In particular the position of the minima
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predicted by this simple model are in close agreement with
the measured data. This strongly supports the conclusion
that the effective electron wavelength in the recollision
with the molecule is �B�n� � h=

����������������������������������
2me�nh�0 � IP�

p
, i.e.,

the value expected for a continuum electron in the absence
of the Coulomb field. This result may be explained by the
fact that the molecular electronic state is spatially extended
so that the matrix element for the recombination step is
dominated by regions outside of the strong influence of the
core.

In order to further explore the role of intramolecular
interference, we have measured the dependence of har-
monic generation upon ellipticity of the probe beam. For
this purpose a zero-order quarter wave plate was placed in
the linearly polarized probe beam. It is well known that the
harmonic generation process is very sensitive to the polar-
ization of the driving pulses; the efficiency rapidly de-
creases upon increasing the ellipticity � [15]. Figure 3
shows the ellipticity dependence of the photon yield of
three harmonics (23rd, 33rd, and 47th) in the case of
aligned (solid curves) and randomly oriented (dashed
curves) molecules, measured at a pump-probe delay � �
21:1 ps. It is evident that around the 33rd harmonic, i.e., for
the harmonic orders corresponding to the destructive inter-
ference minimum, dramatic differences in the ellipticity
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dependence are measured in aligned and unaligned mole-
cules. For the orders where destructive interference is
strong, the HHG signal is much less influenced by ellip-
ticity in the aligned sample compared to the unaligned
sample. The harmonic yield of the 33rd order barely drops
up to values of � > 0:25. For the harmonic orders not
strongly affected by destructive interference (below the
25th and above the 47th) there are only slight differences
between the aligned and unaligned case.

A simple interpretation of these experimental results can
be given in the framework of the intramolecular two-center
interference. Even if the simple condition for destructive
interference given by Eq. (1) cannot be directly applied in
the case of elliptical polarization, the physical interpreta-
tion of the interference effect is still valid. In fact, the rele-
vant angle for the interference is that formed by the elec-
tron wave vector and the molecular axis, which coincides
with � in Eq. (1) when linearly polarized light is consid-
ered. We have calculated the electron motion in the con-
tinuum in the presence of an elliptically polarized laser
field [15]. In this way we have obtained the tilt of the
electron wave vector with respect to � in terms of the ratio
between the two velocity components of the recolliding
electron at the instant of recombination with the parent ion.
For low ellipticity values it turns out that the variation of
electron direction with respect to the linearly polarized
case is smaller than the spreading of the molecular angular
distribution [see polar plot A in Fig. 1(c)], making the
destructive interference still observable. This is no longer
valid for larger ellipticity values. In summary, for low �
values the harmonic emission from aligned molecules is
significantly reduced by the intramolecular interference,
while at larger ellipticity values destructive interference
plays a minor role and the ellipticity dependence will be
more influenced by the increased ionization of the aligned
molecules. These results show how the two-center inter-
ference can be controlled through the control of laser
ellipticity. Effectively the interference can be switched
off and then only the effects of the first step of the harmonic
generation process (ionization) will determine the yield.
This may have application to controlling HHG yield, but
also points to a broader class of applications in the steering
of strong field molecular processes through ellipticity and
alignment angle control.

In conclusion, we have measured the modulation of
harmonic signal due to the rotational revival structure in
impulsively aligned CO2 molecules. The role of two-center
quantum interference in the electron recombination step
has been analyzed. We have shown that the de Broglie
wavelength of the continuum electron in this process is that
in a constant potential without significant influence from
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the Coulomb field. Very anomalous ellipticity dependence
is measured under these conditions, with the harmonic
signal remaining almost constant even when the ellipticity
is increased to � � 0:25, as a consequence of the recom-
bination being tuned away from the destructive interfer-
ence condition by the changed field ellipticity, while the
ionization rate remains high.
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